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Retractable Gate  

GATE

Automation

“we are working not only with purpose to satisfy the needs, that is outer protection or covering visible areas.

moreover our products are focused on getting high performance. The most beauty product in terms of 
style harmony with the your interiors design.  we have various access control technology which are suitable, 

secure and energy saver systems.”
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Jijamata Nagar, Goregaon (W),
Mumbai - 400 104. India

91 9222207880
91 8080807220



1. motor used a balanced technology, the motor has 
high-power output, stable movement, reliable performance. 
2. the doors have a strong wind resistance installations to 
ensure that the doors will not be affected under the strong 
winds also can run as usual. 
3. clutch function, when the power failure, we can only use 
the clutch keys insert the special hole, easily rotate 180°, it can 
converted to the manual operation state. 
4. line fine-tuning devices, it can adjust the minor deviations 
to ensure the door go straight when it is moving. 

5. the wheels use the high-strength, wear-resistant materials. 
After taking 10-meter trip through the 200,000-load running 
also has no significant wear, and it has no impact after the 
sand storms 
6. hidden wiring, so that the entire doors are concise, generous. 
7. large-rolling LED display, and rich enough , more clearly, 
the content can be based on your need, if you have the need, 
we can also send you the software, you can replace the ad 
content at will. 
8. the intelligent bump-defending devices, it can be 
automatically returned when encountered the vehicles or the 
person about 30-50 cm, it can protect the safety of pedestrians 
and vehicles. 
9. soft-start electronic and mechanical buffer devices used in 
the door ,when the motor start ,it is not shaking, noise-free. 
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“Our company's automatic retractable gate all use the imported 
materials, all  accessories use the advanced technology,
product looks elegant, noble, beautiful lines, has the following 
characteristics. We also manufacture in India , for  special requirements”



Models & Designs for S.S made gates
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Its not END...
we have more than 500 satisfied clients around Across India only. Including Indian Army, Banks and more

Call us any time from any where,  We are available 24 hours x 365 days

Address:
M K & COMPANY
Jijamata Nagar, Goregaon (West),
Mumbai- 4000 90. India.

www.mkandcompany.in

facebook.com/Entranceautomation

mkcompany@engineer.com
Help@mkandcompany.in
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